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CHAPTER I 
EXPLANATION OF THE STUDY 
This study or survey was made in the interest of 
intra-industry relations in the shoe industry by a few 
individuals who feel that the position of the foreman has 
changed so drastically that much of his authority has been 
usurped. The problem presented itself when the question of 
profits was brought to the attention of the writer. This 
particular sentence stimulated the thinking behind this 
survey: "PROFITS ARE OFTEN DETERMINED BY CONDITIONS BEYOND 
THE CONTROL OF Ml!NAGEMENT." 
In the shoe industry, much of the profit can be eaten 
away by unwise factory procedures. The individual who is 
most responsible for this is the foreman. On his shoulders 
rests the final decision as to the time, material, and other 
factors that determine the cost of a pair of shoes. If the 
factory has committed itself to the certain price range, and 
the foreman cannot meet this, then in short order, the 
factory is out of business. Profits in the shoe industry 
are really marginal. 
In the late February of 1950, the editor of a trade 
magazine was discussing attitudes and relations that exist 
in the shoe factories today. It was agreed that something 
could be done to help the situation if some independent 
~~=4======================== 
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agency took the initiative. It was decided to talk to all 
the foremen that we could call together, and get their point 
of view on this matter of foreman-management relationships. 
The answers that were given left no doubt in the minds of 
the team, that something must be done to help or the 
foreman's position would soom deteriorate hopelessly. 
A questionnaire was carefully prepared after scores 
of foremen had expressed themselves in personal interviews. 
We had to be certain that the most important problems in 
foremen-management relations in the shoe industry were 
included. Hence the 15 questions asked were those regarded 
as dealing with the chief issues in the matter. 
A list of all foremen was assembled by writing to all 
the foremen associations in the United States. This gave 
us almost a 100% sample. The list included nearly 2500 
II 
1: foremen in all sectors of the United States. 
This mail survey was sent to all foremen registered 
with any foreman association. This group comprised many 
individuals that were members of the association and yet 
were not foremen. Such individuals numbered about 10% of 
the total universe. They were comprised of salesmen, 
chemical engineers, owners of small plants, leather dealers, 
and others who had joined the organization for purely 
social reasons. 
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Hence in the analysis of this material we had to 
discount those people, and consider only individuals who 
answered and were bonafide foremen or superintendents in 
shoe factories throughout the country. 
The cost of mailing and printing the survey as well 
3 
as other expenses involved was borne by the client. Despite 
a complete mailing list, this investigator made a personal 
call on over 200 foremen in the New England area. 
The national poll was conducted with a specific and 
i 
' ultimate objective in mind: to attain improved foremen-
! management relations in the shoe industry. 
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To achieve this, 
the first step was to allow the foremen to air their 
opinions and to acquaint management with their views. This 
could and should set the stage for understanding, and 
possibly the adoption of new policies in these relations, to 
the concrete benefit of the industry and all individuals 
concerned. 
Of the 2500 ~uestionnaires sent out we received over 
1600 replies. This was accomplished without any other 
incentive than a letter requesting that the recipient of 
this survey answer the questions and return same to us in 
the self-addressed envelope. A copy of this letter is 
included in Appendix A. 
This survey was published in "Leather and Shoes" 
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magazine in August 1950. It appeared in three installments. 
Most of the foremen who answered the survey had much more to 
say than what was asked for, but we tried to limit our 
analysis of the survey to only that matter that pertained to 
the ~uestions themselves. 
IMPORTANT Q.UALIFICATIONS TO THIS STUDY 
Nearly 250 personal calls were made in the Boston Area, 
on all listed members of the New England Shoe Foremen and li 
II 
" Superintendent Association. Of this total, it was discovered ii 
that nearly 10% or twenty-two individuals were no longer in 
·the shoe business, either out of a job or gone into other 
fields such as selling a variety of products, from chemicals 
to storm windows. Another 10% were superintendents and their 
answers were not counted in the result. 
Of the total Boston universe, it can be assumed from 
the answers received, as a result of the telephone 
conversation or personal interview, that only approximately 
twenty per cent (20%) or fifty (50) had bothered to answer 
the survey when first received. 
The personal telephone call resulted in getting better 
than 95% answers from all eligible foremen in this local 
universe. After a call, these sent in their answers 
immediately. 
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Consequently, it can be assumed that because or a 
personal solicitation, no less than 150 (approximate) 
individuals have answered the survey. Only less than 1% or 
six individuals (0.41%) refused to answer because they could 
not see what good it would do, or they were afraid they 
would be fired for participating. 
Taken as an indication or the complete universe, we 
can assume that the same ratio exists in other areas or the 
country for the same reasons. 
We can then assume that the same difference of answers 
between the respondents of the survey without solicitation, 
and the answers after a phone call would exist in the whole 
group. 
A careful study of the answers of those individuals 
who answered originally without prompting, as compared to 
those who answered only after prompting, is the most 
revealing fact in this study. 
Because of lack of time, money and energy, we must 
make this assumption and study only the regional aspect of 
the problem as it appears in Boston, as a result of reaching 
every individual in this area personally. If we can assume 
that barring many ramifications, the attitude in other areas 
~ is comparable to that in the Boston Area, then results of 
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the survey should be applicable to the whole universe. 
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Of the original respondents, we find that about 85% 
answered in approximately the same way as those who had to 
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be prompted. That is to say, the similarity of answers 1 
,, 
received from the persons called or contacted a second time, ·I 
,, 
to the answers received from the original study was about 8 
to 1. This is most significant in view of the number of 
answers received, and the similarity of their answers. 
•I The original wave gave a definite pattern to the 
il 
I! answers and that pattern was not affected to any great extent 
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by the personal contact. Consequently, we can assume from 
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the results of answers received after a second contact, that , 
had the same procedure been employed to contact all the 
known listed foremen who did not answer the questions 
originally, the pattern of answers would have been constant 
over the whole universe. 
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Two significant facts 
before a personal call and 
,, 
emerge from the pattern of answers il 
after. If stated side by side j, 
' 
and evaluated in the light of information contained, we would :1 
II 
I receive the impression that either: 1) the questions were 1 
provocative in themselves: or 2) the problems indicated or 
discovered in the answers received from the universe were the~~~.· 
result of a long-standing industrial relations problem, 
! 
universally applied in this particular industry. I 
I 
II I would prefer to think that the questions mailed were lj 
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not "loaded", but were designed to activate the thinking 
processes of the recipients. It must be admitted that in the 
face of the answers received, the answers do in many 
instances contain the very thought stimulus imbedded in the 
questions. 
Naturally, some answers would have returned with the i' 
' !i 
same thought stimulus buried in the question, and the 
would have contained a multitude of other problems as 
majorityji 
I, 
reflected by each individual's situation. That being the ;1 
:i 
case, we can readily see that given a blank question such as: ji 
,j 
1) What do you think of management? 2) What are some ,, 
management problems that face you in your department?; the 
answers would have been quite different. 
The writer being aware of the overwhe~ng impossibility 
of correlating 2500 individual answers, felt that the 
responses must be channelized somehow so as to give a definite, 
' ii 
direction to the situation. On the other hand, we are dealingj] 
in this situation with a group ot people who have had very 
little formal education. They are faced with a multitude of 
problems of a technical and mechanical nature which leave 
' 
them very little time for study. It is also interesting to 
note that a good number (not counted or entered in the survey) i 
I 
were eager to learn, wanted as much information as possible II 
Iii on shoe-making to be better qualified to do a proper job as 
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forman. 
This study did not endeavor to determine the 
educational background of the man in the foremen group. This 
,i I! was a serious error as is evident now, but some indication of 
! 
I ,, 
the educational background of the man can be gleaned from 
other factors. 
It will be noted that from the records of the Foremen's 
Association, we can determine the length of time that a 
foreman has been working in the industry, of the 250 odd 
members of the New England Association, the majority have a 
work record of averaging 30 years or so. 
The usual procedure for getting to be a foreman was for 
a man to work in the industry for about 10 to 20 years, 
depending on the plant where he was employed. 
If the average age of the foremen is fifty years old, 'I :I 
it can be assumed that they have been at work since they were i 
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about 15 to 20. So that in all probability they had little 
time for any formal education outside of high school. 
Another factor enters into the picture, that of foreign 
born people, of which there is a vast number in the 
association. From the card index, it was evident that 71 per 
cent were foreign born, and that they had little if any 
formal education. 
On the other hand, from personal conversation with the 
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younger men in the association, it was discovered that most 
of them had gone to college. They had followed courses in 
engineering, and a few had business educations. 
Without this apparent channeled situation, the answers 
would not naturally have been the same. It is felt that 
foremen in the majority would have answered the broad 
II 
questions in varied ways. Principally, we must remember 
unless we specify or otherwise define our thoughts, they 
become generalized. In Semantics we have discovered that 
!I 
that ll 
I 
il 
' 
when two people are discussing a table, the size, shape and 
style of the table must be defined closely. If I say to my ll 
,, 
wife: "we need a table to put at the end of the couch," she 
may think of a round table to put there and I have a square I 
one in mind. 
an argument. 
I have to further define the object or get into ~~ 
Our problem then is much clearer than when 
originally presented if we give direction to our questions, 
where no one can get ideas that are too dis-similar. 
One of the most important facts that arises from this 
survey is the percentage of total returns. We can assume 
that had no universal problems existed in this one industry 
before hand, the number of responses would have been less. 
Verification of this fact appears within the answers 
themsel vas. We must try to qualify question 10 to determine 
or hazard a guess as to how it would have been answered, had 
I 
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I I, not the previous nine questions been channelized. 
i 
I It must be remembered that we knew at the start that 
I 
many problems existed in the realm of foreman-management 
relationships. Answers to questions 1 through 9, further 
strengthened our belief, and question 10 was left "open" 
for the many other problems that we felt we had not 
discovered, but that were familiar to foremen. 
We had hopes that in the answers to question 10 we 
would be able to find the link that would tie in our belief 
with actual situations. It must be remembered that because 
of the educational limitations ot our group, they are unable 
to express themselves academically, As was pointed out near 
the end of the appendix: "most of the foremen who answered 
had much more to say than what was asked for". 
It is because of these extra comments that we feel that 
perhaps we have accomplished the purpose of the study. We 
believe that had the foremen act copied our words, in their 
answers, they might have arrived at approximately the same 
conclusions and answers. 
We have seen above, that our questions were directed 
to the foremen to stimulate their thinking. It is very 
:1 difficult, if not impossible, to read men's minds, and 
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., f" discover 1f certain stimulus prompted the individual to think. 11 
I do not care to get into a dissertation on what is thinking, 
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as we are all aware that most humans think. 
In this particular problem, we had predetermined by a 
careful sampling of questions, what the questions would be. 
Hence we must faoe the facts. The suggestions made by the 
foremen in question 10, numbered 1,2,4,5,6,8 and 11 do 
contain much of the thinking elicited in the questionaire. 
This is how they break down: 
Suggestion 1 stems from question 4 
Suggestion 2 stems from qnestions 3 and 4 
Suggestion 4 stems from question 8 
Suggestion 5 stems from question 7 
Suggestion 6 stems from questions 5 and 6 
Suggestion 8 stems from question 1 
Suggestion 11 stems from question 5 
This then is a fair indication that the wording of the 
questionaire had some influence on the responses in this 
study. 
Despite this prodding lever in the questions, 
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suggestions made by the foremen in 3,7,8,10,12 and 13, do 
1 
give us nearly a 50% unsolicited response of oreati ve ability I, 
on the part of the foremen. It would be a physically 
impossible task to list the complete responses that did not 
bear any resemblance to the questionnaire. In most instances;! 
,I 
·! 
the individuals had illustrated the problems they felt needed" 
attention by personal experiences. 
One foreman gave a brief resume of his experiences at 
a certain company in ~uinoy, Illinois. He had been employed 
f", ( , 
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at the same plant for 28i years. Just li years short ef 
retirement, he was fired because he refused to take a new 
assignment in another community. This would have 
necessitated his selling his home and moving his family to 
that new community. When he tried to explain these factors 
to his boss, his mana@Bment turned him down harshly and 
fired him. He is now selling home insulation. 
The example given here of management misunderstanding 
of personnel relations is repeated many times over the 
country. It is these personal problems that create blocks 
in the path of good foreman-management relations. Not all 
the extra comments have such drastic endings. Consequently 
some of these people are working at a job that irritates 
them for personal reasons. Any small problems they 
encounter is magnified in the light of the individual's 
prejudices. 
For the sake of this theses we must then qualif! the 
answers given to this particular question, because 53% have 
been prompted by our questions. We do feel that the answers 
might not have been exactly the same, but we believe that we 
would have received many other problems that would parallel 
our study. The human relationship could be improved by: 
Regular group meetings of front office management and 
foremen to discuss over-all operations of the company with 
' !i 
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' the purpose of creating more efficient team-work and improved i' 
personnel relations. 
The foreman should be kept informed on all major aspects li 
of plant operation, taken more into confidence, and 
consulted about company plans. 
Show more respect for the foreman - - for his job and 
position. And, have more confidence in the foremen. 
How can we safely say that what was answered is really 
the situation such as it exists factually? What does 
management think is also important? 
Consequently, I would rather not, as a professional man, 
make any biased judgment. It is a proposed at present to 
conduct for the same client a similar survey of the 
management side of the problem. 
We hope to determine from such a study, what management 
thinks of the shoe foreman. 
It must necessarily be admitted that when and if a 
similar survey of management is made, and when we have a 
complete picture of the situation, ~. recommendations 
could more easily be made on a sound basis. 
The only recommendation that is sound at this moment, 
is the following: 
DETERMINE THE ATTITUDE OF MANAGEMENT TOWARDS FOREMEN. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
Management in the shoe industry as well as in any 
industry, had better make a readjustment of its policies in 
its relations with its foremen. 
Since the advent of the Labor Age, the position held by 
the foreman in any plant or factory has deteriorated to a 
position where now the foreman has hardly any authority. The 
main fault lies with the policies that the management has 
made to off-set the inroads made by labor groups in their 
demands upon management. To forestall any further demands, 
and to curb any rise in resentment, management has very 
unwisely reduced the position of the foreman to the status of 
a rubber stamp. The foreman not being unionized, nor having 
any collective voice other than his association, cannot make 
his views felt or heard. Hence he is in a peculiar position 
I ,, 
il 
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of being considered an outsider by both management and labor. I' 
" I' 
I' In the most comprehensive poll of its kind ever conducted I' 
in the United States, we endeavored to ask:"What do you think li 
of executive management's policies and attitudes?" Despite r. 
the position that foremen are in, many opinions were not 
favorable to the management. 
In the list of questions posed to the "universe", we 
0 '1! sought specific answers to what are considered the chief 
II 
!1 problems in foreman-management relationship in the shoe 
- II 
, 1 II 
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r 
industry. We sought honest opinions and constructive 
criticism designed as a positive step to improve foreman-
management relations in the industry. 
15 
It is of pertinent interest to mention the response of 
the foremen to the poll and the questions. Most of the 
foremen answered all questions in more detail than was 
requested, At the end of the questionnaire, where a full 
half page was left for remarks, almost all respondents made 
comments, and many added a sheet or two of further remarks. 
This was highly significant. It was perhaps the first 
time that these individuals were able to air their gripes 
and views. The airing was extensive and vigorous. Also 
highly significant was the unanimity of these views. 
Importantly, it denotes that the problems in these relations 
in the shoe industry are national in character rather than 
regional or local. 
Significant also was the persistant percentage of 
replies from plants where good relations exist. This is a 
healthy sign and an encouraging one. 
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Q.UESTION I 
Do you think that the average shoe 
foreman is paid enough in compari-
son to the average wages paid or-
dinary workers in his department? 
~~sF 8;. , , ' , ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 9~%~ 
No 92% Yes 8% 
Many of' the 92% expressed themselves vigorously in 
relation to this question in the space f'or "further 
comments." There is a strong resentment against young, 
inexperienced "relatives" of' the boss brought in at good 
salaries, above those of' experienced hard-working foremen. 
They also feel that the differential between their salaries 
and those of' front of'f'ioe management is often much more than 
is fair. The front of'f'ioe says the foreman is part of' 
management, but does not give him executive level pay. 
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•' The foremen feel that too much is expected of' them for 1 !: 
the pay they receive, too many hours, too much responsibility,!! 
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and actual work. They feel that the manufacturer gains ,! 
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17 
nothing by paying a low salary to supervisory personnel upon 
whom so much depends. The foremen may thus take an "its 
not worth it" attitude and do his work accordingly. Foremen 
can influence costs, savings, productivity, quality and 
efficiency. By low salaries, the manufacturer can create a 
lax foreman, removing his incentive to wield his influence 
to the maximum profit of the company. 
Many cited that their incomes were no better than those 
of the best skilled operators in their departments. While 
shoe workers wages have risen more than 100 percent in the 
past decade, foremen's incomes have shown only a -sme:H.-
relatively minor increase until the differential is very 
small. The foreman are intensely sensitive about this. 
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Many pointed out loss of prestige with the personnel under ,i 
I 
' them. The foreman must either live above his income to :i 
maintain prestige, or live within it and lose prestige. In ii 
'; 
' I  
either case, loss of prestige in the factory and the communi ty:j 
'j 
is harmful to the company. In fact, considering the hours :1 
worked by foremen, their responsibilities, etc., many are 
paid proportionately less than skilled operators. 
Some cited that shoe foremen are paid appreciably less 
than foremen in manufacturing industries as a whole even 
~ though the shoe foreman must be more experienced, serve a 
longer apprenticeship. A substantial number cited that 
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many operators will not accept a foreman's job because the 
small income differential does not compensate for the extra 
hours and responsibilities. Three foremen said they had 
left the shoe industry to take up some other line because 
of this. "Not worth it, no future in the shoe industry" 
and other comments of this nature. They claim they are 
much happier elsewhere. 
Another important point frequently mentioned was that 
the foreman's assistant is given no incentive to rise, 
knowing that the foreman gets little more than he does, and 
yet the assistant must shoulder a heavy load. This 
diminished incentive for assistants means less effort to do 
a better job. 
Foremen are extremely bitter against manufacturers who 
use and practive cut-rate policies of bidding for foremen 
services. Some manufacturers using this as a bargaining 
lever, lower the salary standards of foremen as a whole. 
The foremen realize that the fault here is among their own 
group, and don't blame the manufacturer for taking advantage 
of the opening and advantage it gives them. 
But the picture is not all one sided. Some pointed to 
the lack of standards of quality and qualifications among 
foremen. "A good foreman is paid what he is worth; and so 
a poor foreman." However, there is often a tendency among 
'I I, 
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the less selective plants, to lump all foremen as a group, 
and to set a sort of standardized salary despite sharp 
differences in qualifications. Several suggested a "foreman 
rating system" be instituted. 
Many stated that the matter of salary depends largely 
upon the factory. Some paid well, others poorly, according 
to what type contract a foreman can make with the owners. 
But the concensus of opinion was that in the average plant 
the foreman was not paid enough in relation to the 
responsibility of the job, and the work required or demanded 
of him. 
A surprising number pointed to an age-old truism: 
"better income means better foremen". A better income 
supposedly makes foremen give more of themselves to the job, 
are more profitable for the company and on the whole are more 
valuable to management. 
In varying forms, the idea of added security or 
inducement was cited. For instance, the opportunity to buy 
stock in the company, or be given stock as a bonus or as 
extra compensation with each five years service. This would 
create a more personal attachment and a stronger allegiance 
to the company, but management and the foremen themselves 
~ are obviously confronted with the problem of creating more 
equitable income standards relative to the job of foremen. 
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The foremen feel that this is one of the very important 
issues facing the problem of improved management relations 
and plant operational success. 
It is significant that the 8% who answered in the 
affirmative are employed in what is considered a "good 
plant" one which gives its foremen incentives, such as 
bonuses and stocks. It will be noted that this average of 
approximately 10% will reappear throughout the survey 
20 
designating that this disfavor on the part of foremen it not 
a general condition, but that there are some that are 
satisfied. Those "good plants" are few, and fortunately for 
the industry they are the ones that are leading both in 
sales, community relations and other relationships. This 10% ', 
1: 
,. 
I represents the firms that make a better profit than the 
' 
' 
I 
I' others, but the old style thinking of the shoe management in 
I' 
from seeing the advisabilit~ 1 general, hampers most managements 
of having good internal relations to determine the margin of 
profit a company must make if it is to remain in business. 
It is also significant that there is only one major 
company which has a public relations department per se, and 
a second, that has any plan (without a public relations 
department) that is designed to help the foremen and the 
community. These are: General Shoe Corporation, and 
International Shee Corporation, respectively. 
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QUESTION I-A 
As a sort of rough standard, what percentage 
of difference do you think should exist 
between the foreman's salary and the average 
wage paid to regular operators in his 
department'? 
20·30 ·---· 29% 
·--23% 
II i. 
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Fifty-two percent of the foremen believe that they 
should receive an income 20 to. 40 percent higher than that 
of the highest skilled workers in their department . Twenty-
three percent thought that the differential should be 40 to 
60 percent, while 19 percent thought they should receive 90 
percent or higher pay above the skilled workers. A number 
suggested a more definite plan. For instance, the foreman 
to receive at least three or four times the 75 cents 
minimum wage paid to learners. This would be a basic 
standard, a minimum. 
:: 
22 !' 
From there the salary scales would be proportionate to 
the qualifications of the foreman himself. There should be 
sufficient wage differential between the foreman and the 
skilled operators so that there is room left in between to 
fit the assistant foreman. He should be paid appreciably 
better than the operators, yet appreciably below the foreman. 
Such incentive would create a higher productivity, and 
·I 
efficiency in the factory paying off in lower costs and bette!"! 
profits for the company. 
Also, the foreman believe they should be paid bonuses 
: during the good years enjoyed by the company. Extra 
compensations should be paid for savings or increased 
I' 
li 
effioiences in their department for which they are 
responsible. In short, incentive compensation. 
It is interesting to note the thinking behind the 
replies to this question. A great majority of foremen 
emphasized the need for a substantial income differential 
between employees and themselves. This income differential 
was regarded as a means of lifting the foreman up from the 
worker level, and thereby increase his prestige. By 
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increasing his prestige, the foreman can oommand more respect 
from the operators. 
Q,UESTION II 
Do you think that front office management 
in the average shoe factory gives the 
foreman enough responsibility and authority? 
No 52% Yes 36% Some 12% 
The foremen were very emphatic about one point. They 
were given plenty of responsibility but very little 
authority. The foremen were not only positive about this, 
but in many cases, resentful. It appears that wherever the 
foreman is given full or subst~~tial authority in his 
department, he was a more contented, a harder working 
employee. The lack of authority, however, lessens the 
discipline and respect of the operators under the foreman. 
Many gave varied illustrations regarding this point. Notice 
typical answers in replies by foremen in the following 
questionnaires. 
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The foremen resent being an automaton, merely echoing 
instructions without the right to make decisions, or to 
operate with substantial authority in his department, or to 
employ his own judgment. The foreman takes the blame for 
mistakes in his department but he is without authority to 
use his own judgment and prevent mistakes. In short, blame 
for errors should go to those wielding authority and giving 
orders, not to the foreman who has responsibility alone. 
Many foremen are burdened by small details and paper 
work at the sacrifice of more important supervisory work. 
This is annoying to the foreman, and costly to the company. 
In many companies the foreman's duties are not clearly 
defined enough so that responsibility and authority are 
easily recognized. The result is confusion. 
Also strongly resented are the lack of confidence by 
the front office in not delegating enough authority to the 
foreman to run his own department, a resentment of the lack 
of respect for the foreman's judgment and experience. If 
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the front office lacks this confidence and respect, it should '' 
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get a more qualified foreman and give him the authority due 
his position. There should be an understanding between the 
foreman and the front office as to authority in certain 
matters pertaining to the department. 
The foremen resent being by-passed by their superiors 
il in matters dealing with his department. This results in 
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lowering of the foreman's prestige in his own department, and 
is one of the reasons why foremen sometimes fail to get the 
desired cooperation of the operators ~~der them. 
The foremen also resent interference from the front 
office where it is not justified. He resents intrusion of 
"theories" without practical experience to support them. 
Then, many companies have too many bosses with no definite 
lines of authority or any integration of authority regarding 
the different departments. This confuses and irks the 
foreman, affects production, costs, harmony, and creates 
added burdens for the foremen. 
Some foremen feel that they are made the "fall guys" 
between labor and management yet are importantly without 
power or authority to do anything about it on their own 
initiative where the opportunity exists. 
The superintendents were cited by some foremen as being 
an obstacle to harmony. Some superintendents, it was claimed, 
oppress or fail to encourage, or don't permit good 
suggestions by foremen to go through to the front office, 
thus preventing possible advancement for the foreman. 
However, only a few cases were mentioned. 
Finally, the foremen say that rarely are they given 
credit or praise for a job well done, though they are almost 
always blamed or criticized for errors, but they feel this 
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should be balanced by commendations or credit when deserved. 
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Q.UESTION III 
Does your factory have an "Executive Planning 
Committee" with regular meetings of foremen 
and front office management to discuss plant 
operations? 
No 70% Yes 25'/o Some 5% 
An overwhelming majority believe that regular 
meetings for executive planning purposes should be held 
between foremen and front office management. Those foremen 
working in factories where such meetings are regularly 
scheduled and held, report excellent results in improved 
production, clarity of direction, efficiency and the 
cooperative attitude of the management supervisory team as 
a whole. As one foreman stated: "The idea of knowing where 
we are going, what we are trying to accomplish is great for 
morale." Another made this comment: "The sense of terumvork, 
both in actual planning program and the principle, works 
wonders." 
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A corporation would no more think of marketing its 
products without a good market survey than it would of 
sending out its salesmen with inadequate training. Hence, 
why not have the same kind of forward thinking in the shop 
as is demonstrated in the sales campaigns. 
29 
" The foremen pointed out in a variety of ways that fi 
I! 
management loses countless profitable suggestions and 11 
,, 
valuable ideas by not encouraging group discussions regularly 'I 
between front office and foremen at meetings. The result is 
frequently a lack of organization, that prevents the smooth 
flow of operations as a whole. 
Lack of regular executive planning meetings implies, 
according to the poll, that foremen are expected to be 
"blindly obedient" to top management. They resent this. 
Obedience and carrying out the orders is fine, but this 
should be accompanied by a sense of direction by the foremen, 
a sense of knowing why he is doing it and for what purpose. 
He wants to feel that vital sense of participation in 
executive planning. 
The foreman strongly objects to irregular meetings, to 
meetings called impulsively or suddenly, to meetings conducte~ 
wit~out careful planning and intention. He feels that this 
!: 
~ iSAso-called cover-up by management, a weak gesture to 
assuage the desire for participation by the foremen. Such 
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meetings accomplish less than no meeting at all. 
He is opposed to meetings that are argumentative rather 
than debative, meetings that get lost in a maze of petty 
details. He does not care for the meeting where the boss is 
dictatorial, where there is little encouragement for 
discussion from the attending group. A number of foremen 
emphasized the point that front office management is not 
personally acquainted with the foreman, that the relationship 
is usually indirect, too remote. Executive supervisory 
planning meetings would bridge this chasm and allow more 
personal exchange of ideas, constructive suggestions, etc. 
As a whole, the foremen strongly favor regular meetings 
for planning purposes. Significantly, such meetings comply 
with a deep seated human desire, the sense of teamwork and 
exchange of ideas between the members of an organization. 
Q.UESTION IV 
Are you, as a foreman , kept informed by 
front office management about company 
plans, sales , new methods , costs , profits 
and other managerial matters? 
No 51% Yes 15% Partly 33% 
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The majority of the NO group stated in effect that 
front office management ~eeps a tightly closed door on the 
managerial matters that concern the foremen . The only topic 
well discussed appears to be costs . Here the management 
opens up, but more in the form of pressure than discussions . 
As one foreman stated: "They wail to us about rising costs , 
but produce no definite plan , nor do they give us a chance 
to make concrete suggestions about reducing costs . " 
The YES group said that the company discusses 
practically all managerial matters with foremen except sales 
and profits, particularly the latter. 
The "partly" group said that they were "let- in" on 
32 
some managerial matters, but these topics were in no sense 
a fairly complete picture of company status of operations. 
It appears that quite a number of shoe manufacturing firms 
have no company plan to discuss. They also fail to consider 
new methods and developments in the field of industrial 
relations, and discuss with supervisory personnel the 
problems facing management. 
Particularly resented is the reticence and "suspicion" 
with which the foremen feel that many memb~rs of management 
regards them. Giving foremen important company information 
of interest and value would greatly help them to better 
'I 
11 understand their company and contribute to the success of 
'I 
Jl the firm. 
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Q.UESTION IV a 
Do you think that you should be kept 
informed about these managerial matters? 
84% No ~ Partly 
overwhelming majority of foremen are in favor 
receiving complete information about the company. 
14% 
of 
Invariably, where such company policy is practiced, the 
company is usually successful in terms of management 
efficiency and teamwork of all personnel. 
A small minority of two percent believes that the 
foreman should be kept informed only on matters dealing 
directly with his own department. This minority believes 
that company matters are none of their business. 
A group of 14 percent feel that the foreman should be 
kept informed of some managerial matters but not all. 
The very large majority feels that its managerial 
~ information should be nearly unconditional. In numerous 
plants, even matters pertaining to foremen's own department 
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are not divulged to him. As one man stated: "I do not know 
whether in my own department, I am producing my part of the 
shoe at cost, or below, or above cost. I never see any 
reports about anything. I feel I am not even a cog in the 
machine, just another number." 
The foremen resent being excluded from company :i 
rl 
confidence, and the secrecy thrown around matters. Something,j! 
in many plants, that particularly irks them is that much 
"confidential" front office information reaches them via the 
grapevine, through the ordinary operators. In short, 
operators often have such information before the foreman. 
This embarrasses the foremen, and at the same time, it is not 
complimentary to the management. 
The foremen say that if they had an over-all knowledge 
of company conditions and plans they could often contribute 
valuable suggestions, or adjust performances with more 
positive direction, with more profitable results. If the 
foremen have intimate knowledge of the company, of 
managerial matters, it would give them that vital sense of 
"belonging" resulting in a desire for stronger personal 
participation in the success of the firm. 
Also emphasized was that informed men are usually more 
competent. They are better able to make judgments and 
decisions with the interest of the company more intelligently 
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in mind. If good over all plant operations are to be 
achieved, the foreman in each department should have an 
overall picture of the problems in all departments, 
including the front office. This tends to intergrate 
operations, and make for more efficiency and economy, and 
for more wholesome relations between management and the 
supervisory personnel. 
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QUESTION V 
Does your company give its foremen 
specific and regular training in modern 
handling of labor relations and 
personnel problems? 
% 0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 3S 40 45 SO ~5 60 5 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
~ rox 
YES 14 X 
SOME~ 87. 
No 7g{. Yes 14% Some f1fo 
Very few shoe manufacturing firms provide any genuine 
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training program for foremen in labor relations. Some firms 
make a totally inadequate stab at it, a smattering of 
information is furnished irregularly. 
A few of the comments on how the foremen feel about 
such programs are recorded here: "Not enough, •• ", "Sorely 
needed,., 11 , "Would be priceless asset for us.,. n. These 
were a few of the remarks sent in with the survey. The 
majority felt a great need for just such a plan. 
Yet, what some firms regard as adequate training 
programs consist of nothing more than some generalized 
labor-management relations data, obtained from the press or 
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trade bulletins, or an occasional bulletin on the subject, 
or a pamphlet now and then. A~y foremen are irritated by 
this inadequacy. \Vhat is sorely needed is a down-to-earth 
explanation of such data in terms of how it applies to the 
individual situation. 
Obviously, labor relations are a vital aspect of 
modern industry, and the foreman is a vital link --- perhaps 
the most important of all links in labor-management 
relations because he represents the personal liasion between 
these two groups. Yet the foreman has not been utilized in 
this role, with consequent loss of his potential value here. 
The apparently grave mistake of management in the shoe 
industry is the taking of the foreman's role for granted in 
labor-management relations. This failure to properly train 
foremen in modern methods of handling personnel results in 
a grievous loss to management. Few foremen are kept abreast 
of labor laws, union contracts, new methods, etc. If 
I' 
1.' management were to consider the serious losses in labor 
turnover, grievances, loss of time in handling complaints, 
' II 
li 
I' ,,
lowered productivity, reduced quality of work, "stolen" 
time, laxity, and poor employee attitude toward management 
and the company, the price of foremen training in labor 
I 
11 relations would be infinitesimal compared ·with the potential 
II 
I, gains. 
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Consequently, we can surmise from a total of all 
answers given that more training is necessary. Even in the 
14 percent yes group, it was not pointed out that they were 
receiving all the information they needed. 
Hence, we can surmise by their incomplete YES answers 
that even they are not getting enough instructions in 
of labor relations. 
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QUESTION VI 
Does your company provide its foremen 
with any ldnd of ree;ular training program? 
No s3'Jb Yes 10% Some 7"/o 
This question and its answers sharply bring out a 
contradictory note. The foreman is a supervisor yet, 
little 
Ji ;~ Y\ 
~. 
or no definite supervisory training is provided for 
Or, he is sometimes known as an executive --- yet, is 
given no executive training. Management apparently assumes 
that a man will automatically act like a supervisor or 
executive the moment he is given such a title. Of course, 
it does not work out this way. That too few men are 
definitely groomed to assume a position of foreman via a 
concrete training program is also a sore point with foremen. 
That is, they are suddenly promoted to foreman or assistant 
foreman --- dropped into a slot, as it were --- and from 
there they must grope toward managerial or supervisory 
maturity. Some, because of "malnutrition" of training, 
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never reach maturity, This is the fault of management 
rather than the foremen, v1ho are forever seeking ways of 
bettering themselves, 
The large majority voting "no" said there was no 
specific training program designed to better coordinate 
the work of the foremen with over-all management. They 
said they were regarded chiefly as departmental 11bossmen 11 
but the procedure of bossing lacked modern or scientific 
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methods. Foremen today are not strong-arm men who achieve If 
maximum production by force, 
Some firms make a sort of passive gesture towards 
foremen's "training". It may consist of stale or innocuous 
information passed on to the foremen --- a bulletin, reprint, 
a list of platitudes, etc. Also, some firms misconstrue 
the requirements of a genuine training program. For example, 1 
some believe that a regular monthly meeting of foremen for 
group discussions on plant problems is synonymous with a 
foreman's training program. It isn't. 
As several foremen brought out in their comments, 
failure to properly train foremen via a definite training 
program meuns that these men cannot properly train their 
assistants or train selected operators for foremanship. 
Inadequate training at the foremen's level means inadequate 
1: training of these aspiring to foremanship. 
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If the foreman is to become a real executive in the 
supervisory class, and thus contribute more profitably to the 
company with his services and knowledge, then he should be 
given a real training program designed to see factory 
operations as a whole --- sales, costs, merchandising, 
distribution, advertising, promotion, etc, In short, his 
education should be more rounded, more complete, The 
training should have a purpose and an objective, v<ith 
consequent benefits to all concerned, 
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'I,UESTION VII 
Do you believe that front-office management 
regards or treats the shoe foreman as a full-
fledged executive? That is, are you made to 
feel that you belong to the managerial circle 
of your firm? 
No 58% Yes 32"fo Partly 10% 
Nearly twice as many voted "no" as "yes" to this 
<!Uestion. Significantly, those voting "yes" tend to come 
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from the more efficiently operated and successful companies. 
These foremen were less cynical and depressed in the 
expressions to practically all of the questions in the 
survey. 
The small group (10 percent) voting "partly" appeared 
to be dissatisfied with this half-and-half status. Many 
of these men felt that what managerial status they enjoyed 
f" was due more to a policy of appeasement than sincerity. For 
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example, delegation of departmental authority "up to a point" i' 
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!I but not exclusive authority --- though exclusive 
i' 
' responsibility exists. 
The majority that voted "no" expressed, in effect, 
that while the front office gives "lip service" to the 
I executive status of the foreman, in actual practice the 
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foremen is relegated to a supervisory rather than a 
managerial status. These foremen feel "left out" of the 
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II managerial family. They have what amounts to an inferiority 
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complex about this. At the same time, he is excluded from 
the ordinary ranks. In short, he is isolated. As one of 
mwe•re neither on land nor sea, but up 
1
rl them aptly put it: 
11. ia the air •••• " He is pressured by the front office from 
above, resented sometimes by labor below. He is left, as one 
I said, "floundering somewhere in the middle unwanted and 
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uJlappreciated." 
Because so many managerial matters ar.e "kept secret" 
from the foreman, he can in no way believe that he holds 
genuine executive status; and. when he is not consul ted on 
managerial matters affecting his department particularly, 
he further doubts his executive status. 
1 Executive-wise, the foreman's title should carry 
!1 some weight, lifting him to managerial level. But theory 
j doesn't carry through to practice. As several foremen 
I 
stated, in effect, mwe•re just the fall guys for the front 
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office." 
The superintendent is important in determining the 
managerial status of the foreman. If the superintendent 
tends to "keep the foreman in his place" --- that is, in a 
supervisory rather than an executive capacity --- then the 
foreman has little chance to demonstrate his managerial 
calibre or potential. 
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But perhaps the most vital factor of all is in creating 
a "state of mind" whereby the foreman is made to feel that 
he "belongs", that he is regarded as a member of the 
managerial family. However, to create such a state of mind 
there must also be realistic and concrete action leading to 
it. 'l'hat is, the foreman must be given opportunity to 
function managerially so that he has a definite reason to 
believe he holds an executive status. 
Finally, one significant point was mentioned by a 
number of foremen. Does the educational level of the 
average foreman qualify him for genuine managerial or 
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executive role? Some foremen don't think so. Also, does the 11 
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the ability to efficiently operate one or more manufacturing [; 
departments synonymous with efficiently administering the 
business as a whole. 
The conclusion drawn was that what the foreman needs 
is specific executive training to equip him for the fuller 
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and larger managerial roles demanded of the genuine exec uti ve~j 
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QUESTION VIII 
Do you think that the foreman should have 
the authority to hire and fire in his 
department? 
Y. 0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 
:.~,g; , ·2 ~ ............. ~~ I 
No None Yes 88% Partly 12% 
Those voting "yes" were very emphatic in their answers. 
ks the foreman is wholly responsible for his department and 
what happens in it, he feols that he should be delegated a 
corresponding authority so that he can stand fully on his 
responsibility. This authority should include the right to 
hire and fire. Lack of such authority, said many, leaves 
the foreman impotent, reduces effectiveness in labor 
relations, reduces employee discipline and respect. MOreover, 
many feel that the forelilan is in the best position to judge 
his workers, especially in the matter of firing. 
The 12 percent voting "partly" feel that the foreman 
should have the right to fire, but not necessarily to hire. 
These comments came chiefly from foremen in the larger 
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plants where hiring is done usually by a personnel manager, 
or perhaps by the superintendent. The foremen here are 
willing to concede this point --- although many said that 
I 
,I ~ I 
t: 
ti 
they still should have a "look-see" at the candidate and pass~~ 
i: final judgment. 
However, in the average or smaller factory, the 
foremen feel that they should have authority both to hire 
and fire. Some foremen expressed caution about this, saying 
that a few foremen might play favorites in the hiring, or 
allow personal grudges or feelings to shade decisions in 
firing. 
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Q.UESTION VIII- A 
In your company, are you given the 
authority to hire and fire? 
•-' 0 5 10 15 ZO ZS 30 H 40 45 SO 55 60 6 5 70 75 SO 8 5 90 95 100 :.:: E I~< . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ·6~... ' ' ' I 
Yes 69% Partly 21% 
48 
No 10 % 
Most shoe foremen are given the authority to hire and 
fire in their departments . This applies particularly to the 
medium-sized plants . The group voting "partly" came chiefly 
from larger plants where foremen can discharge employees but 
the hiring is done by the personnel department . In some of 
these cases , the foremen are given the privilege of refusing 
someone hired by the personnel department . That is , the new 
man is subject to the foreman ' s approval . 
The "no" group ·was mostly representative of the smaller 
factories where the boss or front office would do the hiring 
in many instances . The foremen in these plants strongly 
resent this practive . 
The superintendent often has the final say in the 
firing , and often in the hiring. The foreman in these cases 
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hires or fires "with reservations." 
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Then, in some plants there appears to be no policy in 
this matter. Sometimes the hiring and/or firing is done by 
the front office, sometimes by the foreman or the 
superintendent. This irregular policy does not set well with li 
the foremen. 11 
:I 
A gripe of the foreman is that sometimes when he fires !i 
a man, the superintendent or front office may re-hire him. 
This, say the foremen, badly undermines the morale and 
authority of the foreman in his department. Another 
complaint: if the front office wants to keep a man, he stays.1' 
If they want to fire him, the foreman must do it. This kind 
or "authority" is unfair. 
The role of the union came in for frequent mention. In 
some plants the unions govern or strongly influence hiring 
and firing procedure. New workers in a department are 
brought in by the unions en a seniority basis. These workers 
may be drawn in from "outside" or from other departments in 
the same plant that aren't busy. The union practically does 
the selecting ef personnel, with the operators being shifted 
from one department to another. This, the foremen feel, is 
definitely poor policy, causing much inefficiency. 
On firing, it is a long, drawn-out process with the 
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incompetents or undesired operators. Here the foreman is 
bitter about such policy, about the unions, about front 
office management condoning this practice. Firing, even 
when fully justified, is difficult with some union locals. 
The foreman feel that the front office and the union 
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officials, along with the foremen, should work out a clearer, j: 
fairer policy regarding the union's hand in hiring and 
firing. 
Q.UFSTION IX 
Do you feel that shoe foremen are given 
enough opportunity for advancement? What 
is the situation in your company? 
Yes 68% No 19% Some 13% 
In most factories the foreman's opportunity for 
advancement is poor or negative. The best advancement 
51 
opportunity is with the larger companies. The foremen also 
minced no words in stating that a good deal depended upon 
the foreman hi.II!Self. Where a man was qualified to fill a 
larger, more responsible role, his chances for advancement 
in many factories were good. 
Many foremen, in the "no" group, expressed themselves 
bitterly in the questionaire particularly that when 
better positions are open in the average factory, an outside 
is hired rather than giving the foreman a chance at the job. 
Several pointed out that foremen serve a lifetime with a 
firm, yet repeatedly see the better jobs going to outsiders. 
"you're just a foreman", was a comment made by several in 
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expressing the small opportunities for advancement, 
Another sore spot is the boss's hiring of relatives or 
friends, That is, the openings for good jobs are frequently 
filled by relatives who have no special qualifications for 
the job. There were also several resentful comments, such 
as "the harder you work, the more is expected, and the less 
you're appreciated," 
Intra-company "policies" does not set v1ell with the 
foremen. Some were cynical, perhaps with justification in 
some cases: "It's not what you know, but who you know." The 
playing of favorites among foremen of the same company by the 
front office or by the superintendent, to the exclusion of 
qualifications of the individual, also does not set well. 
Advancement on the bases of seniority is condoned by 
few foremen. Merit, say the majority, should be the Dole 
factor in determining job advancement. Advancement by 
seniority rating dampens incentive. 
A large number mentioned the sharply reduced incentive 
caused by lack of advancement opportunities. When the 
foreman is made to feel that he has reached the saturation 
level, the top, and can go no further, he tends to take it 
out on his job --- doing no more than is necessary. As the 
job becomes statio, so does he. As several pointed out, this 
is certainly not to the advantage of the company. Also, the 
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foremen working in such non-advancement firms are frequently 
on the look-out for better jobs elsev1here. Moreover, in such 
plants, few, if any, of the skilled operators have any 
desire to become foremen. Thus, the L.ck of incentive works 
down through the ranks, and hurts the company at all levels. 
A few foremen are bitter about the superintendent who 
holds them down --- who suppres:·es advancement efforts or 
desires by the ambitious and capable foreman l'lho night take 
the superintendent's job away. However, these are obviously 
much in the minority, as most superintendents rose from the 
foremen's ranks. 
On this question, one particularly important point was 
made clear. In most cases vmere the foreman has all the 
essential qualifications, he either finds advancement 
openings made available to him, or he mru(es these openings by 
his own initiative. W.any foremen recognize that it is 
certainly not the desire of the company to suppress advance-
ment of supervisory perso~~el to executive positions, but 
I 
I 
1 rather that the failing often lies with the foremen --- with 
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I' his leek of more rounded qualifications to fit him. 
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Q.UESTION X 
In your opinion, which are the two most 
important things that should or could be 
done to create better teamwork between the 
shoe foremen and front office management? 
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Following are the suggestions, in the order that they !! 
!I 
were most frequently mentioned and considered most important. 11 
,, 
1. Make the foreman feel that he really "belongs", that i[ 
he is an accepted and respected member of the executive 1
i.'l' 
i! 
circle. I ,, 
2. Give him the authority to go with the ·' 
,, 
in his department. 
responsibility J' 
:i 
1: 
'I !I 
3. Provide the foreman with a regular training program 
particularly one that helps raise his qualifications 
and sites for broader executive functions. 
4. Praise or compliment the foreman when he deserves 
5. Provide better salaries; also incentive bonuses. 
6. More truthfulness and frankness from the front 
office. Don't be evastive or tight-lipped with the foremen. 
7. Don't criticize the foreman in front of the 
operators. 
8. Let the foreman sit in with management and the union 
1
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on labor-management negotiations or on important personnel !j 
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problems. 
9. Eliminate to what degree possible all intra-company 
"policies" affecting the foremen. Give the foremen 
recognition for his merits. 
10. Let orders come from a single source, not from 
varied sources which are often conflicting. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Taken as a whole, shoe foremen appear to be a somewhat 
frustrated group groping for a solution for their attitudes 
and conditions. It is significant that some of the major 
"problems" are more psychological than material. For 
example, while the majority of foremen believe that increased 
income is important to them for reasons already cited in the 
study, note that in ~uestion X --- suggestions to create 
better front office-foremen teamwork --- the suggestion of 
better salaries rated fifth on the list. 
!! 
!I ,, 
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Perhaps the most important finding of the entire poll is If 
a simple but dynamic fact: the average foreman wishes 
deserved recognition for his serviced, responsibilities, and 
abilities. This is a deep-rooted desire in all men. The 
foreman bewails his position of isolation --- floundering 
somewhere between the front office management and labor 
buffeted between the two and genuinely "accepted" by neither. 
He yearns to "belong", preferably to the management circle, 
where, in the majority of cases, he has not been wholly 
accepted. 
The shoe foremen appear to be in a serious dilemma about 
their own status. They have not, as a group, been accepted 
into the managerial circle as they have long desired. But 
lack of acceptance has not been due to any objection to the 
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foreman at executive levels --- except on the legitimate 
ground that the average foreman does not, apparently, have 
the well-rounded educational equipment to play a full 
executive roll. 
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Yet, it is this same foreman who is often the best 
potential for executive status --- if he is properly trained 
to handle problems of large scope. Such training, however, 
does not come from a single source. Executive training 
must come from company programs, from programs devised by 
ii 
foremen's organizations, and especially self-education. This :i 
obviously, must become one of the long-range aspects of 1
1 over-all foremen developments, and the responsibility belongs, 
equally to management and to the foremen themselves. 
It is also obvious, from the concensus of the poll, that 
front office management in many, if not most shoe 
manufacturing firms, is responsible for many shortcomings 
and failings concerning its relations with foremen. It is 
very possible that it has taken its foremen too much for 
granted, resulting in the isolation and frustraion commonly 
felt by many foremen. In companies where management has 
assumed a more positive and closer relationship with the 
foremen, success has been more pronounced in several 
important respects. 
Simmered down to a single core, the problem appears to 
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be essentially one of human relations. In any aspect of 
human life, there is nothing which leads more to despair 
than for an individual to feel "let out" or exiled. It is 
just this kind of despair which many foremen apparently 
experience --- some of them all their lives. It is not that 
the foreman isn't given a fair deal in the average factory. 
Rather, he is evidently not given a human deal. As the sayin~ 
I 
goes, pertinent to a marriage, "It's the little things that I 
count." This emphatically applies to foreman-management 
relations. 
The solution to the major problems in this relationship'' 
is obvious and practicap.:b;e. il.nd there-in lies the hope of 
concrete improvement by a realistic and positive approach 
under the cooperative auspices of both management and the 
foremen. 
"' 
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Appendix 
The following are typical answers taken 
at random from the volume of answers 
received to our questionnaire. 
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THE ·INTERNATIONAL SHOE AND LEATHER WEEKLY 
REC'D WEO MAR15'50 
IOSTON • NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA 
CINCINNATI • ST. LOUIS 
LIAT~H~I~ 
and S~H~OI$ 300 WEST ADAMS STREET CHICAGO 6, IlLINOIS TELEPHONE CEntral 6-9353 SAN FRANCISCO • lONDON 
PUBLISHED BY THE RUMPF PUBLISHING CO. 
March 8, 1950 
Dear Sir: 
LEATHER AND SHOES magazine is planning to soon publish two of the most 
important shoe industry articles in years. The subject: 'What The 
Shoe Foremen Thin.l<: Of Management • " 
The material for these articles will be based upon a national survey or 
poll we are taking among shoe foremen. We hope that by "airing out" the 
answers to some of the common management-foremen problems we may contribute 
to a better understanding between these two groups. 
Therefore, your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire will be a 
real contribution to intra-industry relations. En~losed is a self-addressed 
envelope, requiring no postage, to urge your rapid mailing of the filled-
out questionnaire. 
No names will be mentioned in our report, and all sources will be held in 
strict confidence. 
)· 
l. 
DO YOU THINK THAT THE AVERAGE SHOE FOREMAN IS PAID ENOUGH IN COMPARISON 
TO THE AVERAGE WAGES PAID ORDINARY WORKERS IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
No, tbe average foreman is not paid enough when you consider 
the earnings of the average worker and no responsibilites. 
,) 
2. 
II 3. 
3. 
a. AS A SORT OF ROUGH STANDARD--WHAT PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENCE DO YOU 
THINK SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN THE FOREMAN'S SALARY AND AVERAGE WAGES 
PAID TO ORDINARY EMPLOYES IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
a. 10% higher 
DO YOU THINK THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE AVERAGE SHOE FACTORY 
GIVES THE FOREMAN ENOUGH PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY? 
Yes, at Monogram, 
DOES YOUR FACTORY HAVE AN "EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE" WITH REGULAR 
MEETINGS OF FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT TO DISCUSS PLANT OPERA-
TIONS? 
Yes. 
• AUDIT liiiURI<AU OF CIRCULATIONS ASSOCiATED BUSINESS PAPERS 
• 
- 2 -
;/4. ARE YOU, AS A FOREMAN, KEPT INFORMED BY FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
ABOUT COMPANY PLANS, SALES, NEW METHODS, COSTS, PROFITS AND OTHER 
MANAGERIAL MATTERS? 
(J 
4. Yes. 
a. DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT THESE? 
a. Yes. 
I s. DOES YOUR COMPANY GIVE ITS FOREMEN SPECIFIC AND REGULAR TRAINING 
IN MODERN HANDLING OF LABOR RELATIONS AND PERSONNEL PROBLEMS? 
5. No. 
v 6. DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE ITS FOREMEN WITH ANY KIND OF REGULAR 
TRAINING PROGRAM? 
6. Yes, through •t;C.meric&n Shoe making'' magazine and 'Leather 
and Shoe~ 
v 7. DO YOU THINK THE FOREMAN SHOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO HIRE AND 
FIRE IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
7. Yes • 
j a. IN YOUR OWN COMPANY, ARE YOU GIVEN THAT AUTHORITY? 
a. Yes. 
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT REGARDS OR TREATS 
THE SHOE FOREMAN AS A FULL-FLEDGED EXECUTIVE? THAT IS, ARE YOU 
MADE TO FEEL THAT YOU BELONG TO THE MANAGERIAL CIRCLE IN YOUR FIRM? 
8. Yes, at Monogram. 
DO YOU FEEL THAT SHOE FOREMEN ARE GIVEN ENOUGH OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ADVANCEMENT? WHAT IS THE SITUATION IN YOUR COMPANY? 
9. Yes. 
v{O, 
- 3 -
WHICH, IN YOUR OPINION, ARE THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT THINGS THAT 
COULD OR SHOULD BE DONE TO CREATE BETTER TEAMWORK BETWEEN THE SHOE 
FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT? 
A. Hold regular weekly meetings. 
B. By having one social function each month for all 
foremen 'and management. 
FURTHER COMMENTS (We would appreciate your further remarks on the 
questions already asked, or on topics we haven't mentioned but which 
you think important.) 
The foremen must be loyE'l 
must be loyal to foreman. 
bosses. In other, words, 
authority. 
to their company and their COilipeny 
Most companies heve too many 
they don't stick to the line of 
Thanks very much for your cooperation. 
LEATHER AND SHOES 
TJ:ff ~c iNTERNATIONAL SHOE AND LEATHER WEEKLY 
REC'O MON MAR.2 0'50 
IOSTON • NEW YORK • PHILADElPHIA 
CINCINNATI • ST. LOUIS 
lb~Af~H~~~ 
and S~H~O~$ 300 WEST ADAMS STREET CHIC A G 0 6 , ILLI N 0 IS TELEPHONE CEn tral 6 - 9353 SAN FRANCISCO • LONDON 
PUBliSHED BY THE RUMPF PUBliSHING CO. ~h-.~_/_ ~~ ' ,4 &~L 
March 8, 195~~ 
Dear Sir : 
LEATHER AND SHOES magazine is planning to soon publish two of the most 
important shoe industry articles in years. The subject: '~hat The 
Shoe Foremen Think Of Management . " 
The material for these articles vTill be based upon a national survey or 
poll we are taking among shoe foremen . We hope that by "airing out" the 
answers to some of the common management- foremen problems we may contribute 
to a better understanding between these two groups . . 
Therefore, your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire will be a 
real contribution to intra- industry relations. Er.~losed is a self-addressed 
envelope, requiring no postage, to urge your rapid mailing of the filled-
out questionnaire. 
No names will be mentioned in our report, and all sources will be held in 
strict confidence . 
/~· DO YOU THINK TEAT THE AVERAGE SHOE FOREMAN IS PAID ENOUGH IN COMPARISON TO THE AVERAGE WAGES PAID ORDINARY WORKERS IN HIS DEPARTMENT? ·~ 
AS A SORT OF ROUGH STANDARD- -WHAT PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENCE DO YOU 
THINK SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN THE FOREMAN'S SALARY AND AVERAGE WAGES 
PAID TO ORDINARY ~~OYES IN HIS PW.RTMENT? 7-~
r-(j ::;~;Jk\ A~ 3 5/ v~'-' _, _ 
DO YOU THINK THAT FRONT- OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE AVERAGE SHOE FACTORY 
GIVES THE FOR):t-1AN EN1.UGH PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY? - .... \..A--
(1 t, \; '".:t- ""'e ~ ·~ ) ~ ~ 
c) 3. DOES YOUR FACTORY HAVE AN "EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE" WITH REGULAR 
MEETINGS OF FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAG~mNT TO DISCUSS PLANT OPERA-
TIONS? ~ l ~ [Y_.JT- r ,_, - t .L.-(_; ._ - ~....-~ __... k·- { 
/ v 1--V'-'-~ E}V~"' ~.....:;r J_~,!.Al-o ... l.."'-r:;:,A. (j 
• • AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS ASS OCIATED B US IN ESS PAP E RS 
- 2 -
ARE YOU, AS A FOREMAN, KEPT INFOR~lliD BY FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
ABOUT COMPANY PLANS, SALES, NEW METHODS, COSTS, PROFITS AND OTHER 
MANAGERIAL MATTERS? ~l 
V a . DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT THESE? • ..:... (. t ~\ 
tl 5. DOES YOUR COMPANY GIVE ITS FOREMEN SPECIFIC AND REGULAR TRAININ~ IN MODERN HANDLING OF LABOR RELATIONS AND PERSONNEL PROBLEMS? )~bi\J 
{/ 6. DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE ITS FOREMEN YIITR ANY KIND OF REGULAR TRAINING PROGRAM? j!L /1_, 
..; 7 . DO YOU THINK THE FOREMAN SHOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO HIRE AND 
FIRE IN HIS DEPARTMENT? ~~-4/ cc -j; d- .:_'.._ _-( ~l }-
(/ 8. 
IN YOUR CY.-/N COMPANY, ARE YOU GIVEN THAT AUTHORITY? /0 (A_ c ~A- i- . l 1.t I _,_/ 
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT REGARDS OR TREATS 
THE SHOE FOREMAN AS A FULL-FLEOOED EXECUTIVE? THAT IS, ARE YOU 
MADE TO FEEL THAT YOU BELONG TO THE MANAGERIAL CIRCLE IN YOUR FIRM? 
l tl) r~\ 0-- (; t_,_~-.,,__.f" v1v :~ ~~ '-. l LA-~\ ,__{~ -~~ "- t{.,v .... -
~tt~A ( 
9. DO YOU FEEL THAT SHOE FOREMEN ARE GIVEN ENOUGH OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ADVANCEMENT?, r HAT IS THE SITUATION IN YOUR COMPANY? ... f \ 
v .-d,,_"~ - ::tL,-;:_ ( e1/ •1 " - __ L - (/ 
t)-l(_, .J(illul- --~ *.~t"~viA.A1'-( ~ 
-
,. 
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Dear Sir: 
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PUBLISHED BY THE RUMPF PUBLISHING CO. 
300 WEST ADAMS STREET 
CHICAGO 6 1 ILLINOIS 
TELEPHONE CEntral 6-9353 
LEATHER AND SHOES magazine is planning to soon publish two of the most 
important shoe industry articles in years. The subject: '~hat The 
Shoe Foremen Thin.lt Of Management • " 
The material for these articles will be based upon a national survey or 
poll we are taking among shoe foremen. We hope that by "airing out" the 
answers to some of the common management-foremen problems we may contribute 
to a better understanding between these two groups. 
Therefore, your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire will be a 
real contribution to intra-industry relations. Er.~losed is a self-addressed 
envelope, requiring no postage, to urge your rapid mailing of the filled-
out questionnaire. 
No names will be mentioned in our report, and all sources will be held in 
strict confidence. 
DO YOU THINK TEAT THE AVERAGE SHOE FOREMAN IS PAID ENOUGH IN COMPARISON 
TO THE AVERAGE WAGES PAID ORDINARY WORKERS IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
tf ~ ?1f_fJ4L ~ ~~ ~-
/ a. AS A SORT OF ROUGH STANDARD--WHAT PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENCE DO YOU 
THINK SHOULD EXIST BEI'WEEN THE FOREMAN'S SALARY AND AVERAGE IV AGES 
. L- PAID TO ORZARY EMPLOYES IN HIS DEPARTMENT? t~lffi~~Z~Tff4~~-
v 2. DO YOU THINK TEAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE AVERAGE SHOE FACTORY 
GIVES THE FOREMAN ENOU. GH PERSON~L~PONSIB.ILITfi A~~~:Y? ~.-~-tf . ~T;~._~~g-- .. ----~ 
V 3. DOES YOUR FAC~ AN "EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE" WITH REGULAR 
MEETINGS OF FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT TO DISCUSS PLANT OPERA-
JIONS? 
ffc £- M 1;1 ~·· ::._ c:;;z_ ~ IN a{ 
• (1-~---I I • 
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS 
:"; . . 
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V' 4. ARE YOU, AS A FOREMAN, KEPT INFORMED BY FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
ABOUT COMPANY PLANS, SALES, NEW METI!ODS, COSTS, PROFITS AND OTHER 
MANAGERIAL MATTERS? 
,l_ ~~ 
V 5. DOES YOUR COMPANY GIVE ITS FOREMEN SPECIFIC AND REGULAR TRAINING 
IN MODERN HANDLING' LABOR RELATIONS AWJ PERSONNEL PROBLEMS? 
.j ~ ~ ~ r--7 ---z-U ~~ 7 ~-
. ~· {I a / /r ~· . /)A_//'_ . ~ ~'~~ -~ rur-~· 
I , 
I 6. DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE ITS FOREMEN WITH ANY KIND OF REGULAR 
TRAINING PROGRAM? ~)<::'v 
DO YOU THINK THE FOREMAN SHOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO HIRE AND 
FIRE IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
£~-zt-4. 
~ a. IN YOUR OWN COMPANY, ARE YOU GIVEN THAT AUTHORITY? 
r~'i 
tl 8. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT REGARDS OR TREATS 
THE SHOE FOREMAN AS A FULL-FLEDGED EXECUTIVE? THAT IS, ARE YOU 
MADE TO FEEL THAT / ~ELONG TO THE MANAGER. IAL CIRC~ IN ;~UR FIRM; 
j) ~ ~- -r; ~ ~~I /L.~J)~ ~­
-f._'~ ~ ~ i.J ~{' -t' /i::L(' lf:{Z 2 ,. '-<. 
/ I I 
v 
;/ 
9. DO YOU FEEL THAT SHOE FOREMEN ARE GIVEN ENOUGH OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ADVANCEMENT? WHAT IS THE SITUATION IN YOUR COMPANY? 
-~ .,l_e:r~~ /tr:L c~ 
/ f -"t~ :{!_ ~ t2. (EL ., ., • -
- 3 -
WHICH, IN YOUR OPINION, ARE THE TWO MOST IMPORTP.NT THINGS THAT 
COULD OR SHOULD BE DONE TO CREATE BETTER TEAMWORK BETWEEN THE SHOE 
FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT? 
~.;t't Jtr"'';t"'-=,: ~£,( f'~- -tl~',_ ,~--. 4 .. /7:f. rw~ ~~.··. ~~,) 
:5tJtLy L&~ vw-af L c-.-~/ - -·- · 
B • ~J., ~~ ' :/ ~ ~'-"' <.e....e '""'< "-< 
;f/r ~ ~£ -L;_ -~11/- e~ 7f ~~ ~ ~ ~t( ~~t{ k_ ~· 
FURTHER COMMENTS (We would appreciate your further remarks on the 
questions already asked, or on topics we haven't mentioned but which 
you think important.) 
' 
' 1 
,, \ 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
! 
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Dear Sir: 
LEATHER AND SHOES magazine is planning to soon publish two of the most 
important shoe industry articles in years. The subject: 'What The 
Shoe Foremen ThitLl{ Of Management • " 
The material for these articles will be based upon a national survey or 
poll we are taking among shoe foremen. We hope that by "airing out" the 
answers to some of the common management-foremen problems we may contribute 
to a better understanding between these two groups. 
Therefore, your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire will be a 
real contribution to intra-industry relations. En~losed is a self-addressed 
envelope, requiring no postage, to urge your rapid mailing of the filled-
out questionnaire. 
No names will be mentioned in our report, and all sources will be held in 
strict confidence. 
l. 
v 
v 2. 
DO YOU THINK THAT THE AVERAGE SHOE FOREMAN IS PAID ENOUGH IN COMPARISON 
TO THE AVERAGE WAGES PAID ORDINARY WORKERS IN HIS DEPARTMENT? Jto , 
a. AS A SORT OF ROUGH STANDARD--WHAT PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENCE DO YOU 
THINK SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN THE FOREMAN'S SALARY AND AVERAGE WA~S 
• PAID TO ORDINARY W'fi'LC?YES,Jg HI§,,JJP~~~~ j.,~ ~:A ,)~ ~~. (II,(~ /tJ~e:a........ ~()-'· ~~ 
DO YOU THINK THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE AVERAGE SHOE FACTORY 
GIVES THE FOREMAN ENOUGH PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY? ~, 
DOES YOUR FACTORY HAVE AN "EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE" WITH REGULAR 
MEETINGS OF FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT TO DISCUSS PLANT OPERA-
TIONS? ~. 
• • AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCUL.ATLONS ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS 
v 4. 
• 2 -
ARE YOU, AS A FOREMAN, KEPT INFORMED BY FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
ABOUT COMPANY PLANS, SALES, NEW METHODS, COSTS, PROFITS AND O'l'HER ~ _/ 
MANAGERIAL MATTERS? fa,-\ I'"_ ~~ <%--> ,., ~
a. DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT THESE? 
~~~~. 
V 5. DOES YOUR COMPANY GIVE ITS FOREMEN SPECIFIC AND REGULAR TRAINING 
IN MODERN HANDLING OF LABOR RELATIONS AND PERSONNEL PROBLEMS? ~. 
~-~~· 
V 6. DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE ITS FOREMEN HITH ANY KIND OF REGULAR 
TRAINING PROGRAM? ...-yt....Q , 
V 8. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT REGARDS OR TREATS 
THE SHOE FOREMAN AS A FULL-FLEDGED EXECUTIVE? THAT IS, ARE YOU 
MADE TO FEEL THAT YOU BELONG TO THE MANJ,GERIAL CIRCLE IN YOUR FIRM? 
.-w ..... ~ ~"'r a--? A)_,~ 0'7 .7-4 . ~ ~J· ~jy~~T~-c.;&~· 
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March 8, 1950 
Dear Sir: 
LEATHER AND SHOES magazine is plannipg to soon publish two of the most 
important shoe industry articles in years. The subject: '~hat The 
Shoe Foremen Think Of Management. " 
The material for these articles will be based upon a national survey or 
poll we are taking among shoe foremen. We hope that by "airing out" the 
answers to some of the common management-foremen problems we may contribute 
to a better understanding between these two groups._ 
Therefore, your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire will be a 
real contribution to intra-industry relations. Enclosed is a self-addressed 
envelope, requiring no postage, to urge your rapid mailing of the filled-
out questionnaire. 
No names will be mentioned in our report, and all sources will be held in 
strict confidence. 
DO YOU THINK THAT THE AVERAGE SHOE FOREMAN IS PAID ENOUGH IN COMPARISON 
TO THE AVERAGE WAGES PAID ORDINARY WORKERS IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
NO 
AS A SORT OF ROUGH STANDARD--WHAT PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENCE DO YOU .... 
THINK SHOULD EXIST BEIWEEN THE FOREMAN'S SALARY AND AVERAGE WAGES .J 
PAID TO ORDINARY EMPLOYES IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
DO YOU THINK THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE AVERAGE SHOE FACTORY 
GIVES THE FOREMAN ENOUGH PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY? 
DOES YOUR FACTORY HAVE AN "EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE" WITH REGULAR 
MEETINGS OF FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT TO DISCUSS PLANT OPERA-
TIONS? 
• AUDIT .UREAU OF CIFiiCUL.ATIONS ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS 
ji!O 
- 2 -
4. ARE YOU, AS A FOREMAN, KEPT INFOm!ED BY FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
ABOUT COMPANY PLANS, SALES, NEW METHODS, COSTS, PROFITS AND OTHER 
MANAGERIAL MATTERS~ 
a. DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD BE KEPT INFOm!ED ABOUT THESE~ 
5. DOES YOUR COMPANY GIVE ITS FOREMEN SPECIFIC AND REGULAR TRAINING 
IN MODERN HANDLING OF LABOR RELATIONS AND PERSONNEL PROBLEMS? 
6. DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE ITS FOREMEN WITH ANY KIND OF REGULAR 
TRAINING PROGRAM? 
7. DO YOU THINK THE FOREMAN SHOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO HIRE AND 
FIRE IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
a. IN YOUR OHN COMPANY, ARE YOU GIVEN THAT AUTHORITY? 
8. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT REGARDS OR TREATS 
THE SHOE FOREMAN AS A FULL-FLEDGED EXECUTIVE? THAT IS, ARE YOU 
MADE TO FEEL THAT YOU BELONG TO THE MANAGERIAL CIRCLE IN YOUR FIRM? 
9. DO YOU FEEL THAT SHOE FOREMEN ARE GIVEN ENOUGH OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ADVANCEMENT? WHAT IS THE SITUATION IN YOUR COMPANY? 
NO 
/'10 
/Y 0 
\ 
- 3 -
10. WHICH, IN YOUR OPINION, ARE THE TWO MOST IMPORTP.NT THINGS THAT 
COULD OR SHOULD BE DONE TO CREATE BETTER TEAMWORK BETWEEN THE SHOE 
FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT? 
B. 
FURTHER COMMENTS (We would appreciate your further remarks on the 
questions already asked, or on topics we haven't mentioned but which 
you think important.) 
Thanks very much for your cooperation, 
LEATHER AND SHOES 
T'ti c INTERN AT I 0 N A L S H 0 E AND LEATHER WEEKLY 
IOSTON • NEW YORK • PHILADElPHIA 
CINCINNATI • ST. LOUIS 
SAN FRANCISCO • LONDON 
Dear Sir: 
l!ATiHHER 
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PUBLISHED BY THE RUMPF PUBLISHING CO, 
REt'O TU£ MAR.14 ~ 
300 WEST ADAMS STREET 
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS 
TELEPHONE CEntral 6-9353 
LEATHER AND SHOES magazine is planning to soon publish two of the most 
important shoe industry articles in years. The subject: 'What The 
Shoe Foremen Think Of Management," 
The material for these articles ;rill be based upon a national survey or 
poll we are taking among shoe foremen. We hope that by "airing out" the 
answers to some of the common management-foremen problems we may contribute 
to a better understanding between these two groups. 
Therefore, your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire will be a 
real contribution to intra-industry relations. En~losed is a self-addressed 
envelope, requiring no postage, to urge your rapid mailing of the filled-
out questionnaire. 
No names will be mentioned in our report, and all sources will be held in 
strict confidence. 
DO YOU THINK THAT THE AVERAGE SHOE FOREMAN IS PAID ENOUGH IN COMPARISON 
TO THE AVERAGE WAGES PAID ORDINARY WORKERS IN HIS DEPARTMENT? 
~t:IA '?UZ, 
AS A SORT OF ROUGH STANDARD--WHAT PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENCE DO YOU 
THINK SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN THE FOREMAN'S SALARY AND AVERAGE WAGES 
PAID TO ORDINARY EMPLOYES IN HIS DEPAR~T? 
1 
-i, -~~ w_,.~ 
.9~ ~ ~ .,&,~ :/o.0 - .3 ..?..1- , · ___,- 4 
DO YOU THINK THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT IN THE AVERAGE SHOE FACTORY 
GIVES THE FOREMAN ENOUGH PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY? ~ • 
t::.. • .. ~~ /urc'cLh~~-~~ ~ ~-- .. r a.. ··~ 
DOES YOUR FACTORY HAVE AN "EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE" WITH REGULAR 
MEETINGS OF FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT TO DISCUSS PLANT OPERA-
TIONS? Q. / -J ~ • ~~~~ __,__::;, -,..~ . sf~ u. ; ~ 4 ~0./ (/- ~-- --=-,. v-~ ~
p/~~~~7· 1.T/u~. 
• • AUDIT EIUREAU OF CIRCUL.ATIONS ASSOCIATEO BVSINESS PAPERS 
• 
/4. 
- 2 -
ARE YOU, AS A FOREMAN, KEPT INFORMED BY FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT 
ABOUT COMPANY PLANS, SALES, NEW METHODS, COSTS, PROFITS AND OTHER 
MANAGERIAL MATTERS? · ~ .,.-e,~ ~ c£cec· .ecc ,{. "Z ~ 
/ a. DO YOU THINK YOU SHOULD BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT THESE? 
DOES YOUR COMPANY GIVE ITS FOREMEN SPECIFIC AND REGULAR TRAINING 
IN MODERN HANDLING OF LABOR RELATIONS AND PERSONNEL PROBLEMS? 
~~~~ /7._, .. .,._ .. jr:Jo ... //~ 
I 6. DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE ITS FOREMEN WITH ANY KIND OF REGULAR 
TRAINING PROGRAM? ~ 
v 
DO YOU THINK THE FOREMA.l'f SHOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO HIRE AND 
FIRE IN HIS DEPARTMENT? ~' 
a. IN YOUR OWN COMPANY, ARE YOU GIVEN THAT AUTHORITY? 
¢~ ~ ---u._ a,:?L, • ~~A~~ 
~;;::t-fl::.:z~~ ':fAr .... ...:_.i 4 ••yd,u ~ W.(_ 
8. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT REGARDS OR TREATS 
THE SHOE FOREMAN AS A FULL-FLEDGED EXECUTIVE? THAT IS, ARE YOU 
MADE TO FEEL THAT YOU BELONG TO THE MANAGERIAL CIRCLE IN YOUR FIRM? 
~-·~.~ u~~l ... "Z'~- a..J!La.J~ 
J~~:r:~~~~-f)Jt··~~ . 
I 9- DO YOU FEEL THAT SHOE FOREMEN ARE GIVEN ENOUGH OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ADVANCEMENT? WHAT IS THE SITUATION IN YOUR COMPANY? 
-
.... - ... ... 
- 3 -
,j 10. WHICH, IN YOUR OPINION, ARE THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT THINGS THAT V COULD OR SHOULD BE DONE TO CREATE BETTER TEAMWORK BETWEEN THE SHOE 
FOREMEN AND FRONT-OFFICE MANAGEMENT1 
FURTHER COMMENTS (We would appreciate your further remarks on the 
questions already asked, or on topics we haven't mentioned but which 
you think important.) 

